
Tai Yang Star of Zi Wei Dou Shu
Zi Wei Dou Shu is an ancient Chinese astrological system tool used to 
predict good and bad luck in a person's life. Today we are going to 
introduce the Tai Yang star (The Sun/Influence). Likes to lead and take 
the leads. Likes to influence and take the leads. Being warm, selfless 
personality and enjoys guiding people. Communicates eloquently to 
the public and helps other to achieve a common goal. A natural born 
leader with full of passion. Continuously radiates charm and affection 
to others that makes Tai Yang popular.

💎Tai Yang star in the Self palace：The Tai Yang star residing in the 
Self Palace relates your character, behavior, talents.

💎Tai Yang star in the Spouse palace：The Tai Yang star residing in 
the Spouse Palace relates your romance luck and the kind of 
characteristic you are attracted to.

💎Tai Yang star in the Wealth palace：The Tai Yang star residing in the 
Wealth Palace relates your earning capacity, money management.

The Taiyang Star, akin to the Sun, holds symbolic significance in 
Chinese astrology. It represents fathers and sons, while for women, it 
symbolizes their husbands and sons. In ancient times, the brightness 
or darkness of this star was used to discern the life journey of one’s 
father, husband, and son. A bright Taiyang Star signifies good fortune, 
whereas a less radiant one may indicate challenges, such as 
premature mortality. Individuals born under the Taiyang Star exhibit 
admirable qualities: kindness, generosity, and a lack of attachment to 
material gains. They bear no grudges and maintain an upright 
character. However, their subjectivity can lead to harshness and 
arrogance, often asserting themselves and inadvertently offending 
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others. These individuals are typically mobile, extroverted, and drawn 
to travel, exercise, and dynamic work. Additionally, they enjoy 
mentoring younger people. Much like the Sun radiates warmth, those 
influenced by the Taiyang Star possess boundless enthusiasm for 
progress. They eschew calculations and selflessly extend help without 
expecting anything in return.

This star has a noble character that is more concerned with name 
than profit or when doing business they prefer to make a reputation 
first and then make a profit later. Their wealth will also increase along 
with their increasing reputation. They are also a person who likes to 
be praised and stand out, so they are easy to attract envy. People 
under this star in the Mental sector often suffer from headaches or eye 
pain, and in old age they are prone to heart disease and high blood 
pressure. A person with this star in the Wu position gets the Jin Can 
Guan Hui star formation because this star is very bright and indicates 
that in life they will achieve great social status and prosperity. There is 
another formation when this star is in the Self sector in the Chen 
position, called Dan Chi Gui Chi. This position is considered good 
because the Taiyang star and the Taiyin star are both bright, so such a 
person will have achieved success at a young age. However, if the 
position is reversed and the Self sector is shaded by the Taiyang star 
in the Xu position, the formation Ri Yue Fan Bei shows that their youth 
was difficult and they often encounter failures. People with this stars 
formation should migrate when they are young.


